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Score: 4/10

I tried it. I guess I got into this game after to many good indie games were out and the flaws in this were to obvious to me.. Take
2 parts Contra, 1 part Metroid, a scoop of monster-pocalypse and sprinkle heavily with candy and you get Greedy Guns.

I've spent about an hour on the train (offline) playing the game so far, killed countless baddies, upgraded weapons and abilities,
and died countless times. I'm in heaven! I can't wait to have friends round to play co-op.

So far a solid 5/5. i have been purchased driver booster 6 pro but cant used 6 pro. Heroes Rise was was defnintely captivating. I
will admit that this story threw me off a bit taking the role of a game show, but in the end I liked how it all played out. Also,
while I understand the gender and sexuality issues in our society and I appreciate that this story brought them into consideration,
I found it very odd that this story focused so heavily on the drama surrounding it.... In short, the story got very awkward in a few
places. I will give this story a 7/10.. I loved this game. It is a "hidden object" puzzle game with occasional mini games. It took
me just over 4 hours to complete.

Well worth the small asking price.. Let's say that the thumb up is more for the type of game, and not much for the technical
achievement.

Graphics are quite ancient to be honest; not sure what engine they used but it is not really a next gen engine, or the assets hasn't
been updated since 2008. It does its job, but it is by no means a game that you could call actual in 2018, which is a shame,
because the idea behind the game is interesting.

You basically drive in a undefined city somewhere; the model for the cars is pretty accurate, and if you have a 3 pedal wheel set,
you can actually feel like if you are driving for real. The only issue is that the graphic is immediately bringing you back to
reality; and the physics and overall feel of the cars, make you think that you are playing a semi-arcade more than a sim. This is
no GT nor Forza by any means, the driving model is workable but not realistic to the point of giving you a feel for the real thing.
To be honest the cars in game are not supercars either, but that won't stand as point in favor of the driving model.

Basically it feels like if you are glued to the ground; the car is sluggish and drive as GTA, if you like comparisons; with the
difference that even when your laterla acceleration is at the limit, the car does not loose composture. To simplify things, the AI
traffic is quite atrocious; and while you can say that it is realistic because it act "in an unpredictable way at times"; it is not
exactly realistic.

But beside all of this...you may enjoy this product. It is fundamentally one of these games that either you play with your kids; or
you play on your own to relax; kinda like a flight simulator, or Euro truck simulator for example. There is no objective in free
drive mode, so you just drive around. The only negative I may find is that you can do as much damage as you want and nothing
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happen; including hit people with your car; while I was expecting some sort of strict limit to avoid to make this game a GTA
clone.
Although if you want, you can play the "career"; where you follow instructions and try to complete scenarios; which
incidentally, teach you how to drive and overall the rules of the road. Mind you; this is nowhere near a proper driving course;
but if you want to teach kids or teens how does it feel to drive with real rules; this game will serve the purpose as introduction
course.

Plus is fun if you have steering wheel and pedal; to drive around, compared to just use a joypad. I would like to see this game
evolve from simplistic as is now, to a fully fledged training product, with an arcade mode to allow players to have some fun.
Won't take much to implement careers like taxi driver, cop or ambulance/fire engine driver; and add a bit of extras to the game;
because as is; it is mostly a very simplistic driving product; that is nowhere near a proper simulation, but that even with these
limitations, offer proper immersive driving experience.

MAybe give it a try; but if you like "chill" games and own a steering wheel with clutch pedal and shifter; you want to get this
product and enjoy it for what it is.

Note: I have a T150 wheel with H-shifter from Thrustmaster and the game can't properly find the neutral position; also the
accelerator sensitivity and deadzone is quite off; which means that you need to press the accelerator quite a lot to get the car
going, when using the clutch; otherwise the engine stall (yes, in this game you stall the engine). Not sure if it is a problem with
my settings, but I spent a ton of time just to figure out how to adjust the sensitivity, and can't get it right. Maybe it works better
with a G29; can't say.
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Toy Odyssey: Farm like the farmers from Vietnam (the game is by the Vietnamese anyways)
Farm till you get the prettiest armours
Farm till you get the strongest weapon
Farm till your base is crawling with pawns
Farm till you die
Farm till you get tired and decided to commit suicide

I shoulda just refunded it and get Pho instead, I coulda bought 2 bowls of extra large Pho instead of this
. If you contemplate buying this game for other reasons besides achievements. Don't.
The consept is good, but poorly executed. It will infuriate you.. you can.t move or it rail shooter lol. Awesome game! Probably
more of a RTS than some people would want, but extremely fun!. Well, i like this Game, after i watched a lets play of it i waited
for it to be on sale and bought it. Its a good creepy asian Game and the plot isnt that bad either, i like the other Ghosts Storys
and i like the secrets. Buuuut... well yeah, the Janitor...hes annoying as hell and he isnt even scary.
I played Alien:Isolation and this was scary, everytime when the Alien looked for me, i lost my sh... chair, but the Janitor in
Whiteday is just boring, annoying and really dumb. The Game is like "Run from the Janitor Simulator" its more of a hide and
seek game, the Ghosts somehow seems irrelevant. I think he was just made to be a Story blocker. But well, theres other things i
didnt like as well, for exemple:
Its really short.
Its weird that almost every Ghost is a woman, some dead dudes werent that bad.
There was no interesting Character.
And some reactions of the Characters were incomprehensible.
So, i would recommend this Game, but just on sale.. Have to say, didn't expect this kind of story. For thous, who didn't play it,
or want to play it blind, there will be some major spoilers in my review.

So, if I got it right, it is basically David reliving his memories, thanks to a machine, made by Eden. All thous glitchies and wierd
stuff happening, is because the machine is not working properly. It also explains thous monsters. Or they could be his own fears
and guilt of him loosing a baby, I don't really know. So David and Rose (his wife) are expecting a baby, but the baby dies and
David suggest that they shoud adopt someone. Rose is not ok with that saying that noone can replace their baby, but after some
time she goes with him, but they have a car crash. She is also using antidepresives and eating a lot of them. They start to fight
with eachother to the point she can't handle it anymore and commit suicide. That is bassically their story. And because David
feels guilty over her death, he buyes that machine which you can see in the end if you choose to not manually reboot it.
Otherwise the game strats over again. He disconnects himself, going through his house full of servers, which I don't know why
they are there, but ok. You can then choose, if you go back to the machine, or if you walk out the door while David is saying
that he will join his wife soon.

So, now to the review. The game is amazing and original. I can't say that I didn't get bored or annoyed at some points, like that
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing water monster, but it is part of it. If you expect some action and runnig from monsters, than you
are wrong. The game is based around stealth and distraction, while you are sneaking by the wall, praying that it won!t hear you.
The game is not that scary, but it has it's moments and I have to say, while I was walking throught the sewers I was terrified
from that baby monster.
Music and sounds are really well made and are fitting it well. Also having more options throughtout the game would be nice.
Graphics are of course simple, because you are litterally walking through dark places, but there are some lightend places, where
the game tells the story and it is ok. Monsters are really scary, maybe except the water monster. Puzzles are simple, story is
interesting and the atmosphere of the game is amazing. The option of using your own voice to do thous pulses was great idea
and being able to play it in VR was just marvelous. It is not long and I was able to complete it in one sitting (2 hours).
My personal score of this game is 8\/10. :). It's like corruption of champions without the porn.. Translation is rough at times, but
does not affect gameplay. Smooth interface with cute graphics, I love the art, reminds me of Atlus games. Very forgiving until
the end of a level. Tile Mahjong with high beat music.. Easily one of the best horror games I've played. Kept me on the edge
from the very beginning, and it only crept more and more without cheap scares.. I wanted to like this game I really did you see I
am a HUGE FAN of Maldita Castilla another gouls n ghost inspired game on steam and aesthetically this is just like that full of
perfect sprite work and art design but under all that the game itself is not great it's massive levels are easy to get lost in and
REALLY LACK DIRECTION I had no idea where I was meant to go in level 2.
I would often have to do a leap of faith and hope I would land on a platform and not an enemy that you had no idea was there. I
didn't care much about the plot so I found myself skipping a lot of the dialog I have always preferred straightforward arcade
games over Metroidvania games so I tried arcade mode only to find it did not punish you by taking you to score away when you
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die making the whole thing pointless I must admit maybe I am being too harsh maybe I dislike it because what I really wanted
was Maldita Castilla 2
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